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We propose a criterion for the destruction of a two-dimensional torus through the formation of an infinite set of cusp points on the closed invariant curves defining the resonance torus. This mechanism is specific to noninvertible maps. The cusp points arise when the tangent to the torus at the point of intersection with the critical curve $L_0$ coincides with the eigendirection corresponding to vanishing eigenvalue for the noninvertible map. Further parameter changes lead typically to the generation of loops (self-intersections of the invariant manifolds) followed by the transformation of the torus into a complex chaotic set.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Torus destruction through the loss of smoothness is a common phenomenon in systems that display quasiperiodicity and phase locking [1]. Together with the period doubling and intermittency transitions, torus destruction represents one of the classical routes to chaos in dissipative systems, and torus destruction has attracted considerable interest in connection with studies of the onset of turbulence [2]. Examples of torus destruction have also been described for coupled (or forced) oscillator systems in physics [3], biology [4,5], and other fields of science [6,7].

In their seminal paper on the breakdown of two-dimensional tori, Afraimovich and Shilnikov [8] outlined three possible scenarios for the destruction of a torus arising as a Poincaré section of a quasiperiodic flow. In all scenarios, the starting point is a smooth torus in a resonance region where a stable periodic orbit (node) coexists with an unstable orbit (saddle cycle) of the same periodicity. The torus itself is defined as the closure of the unstable manifolds of the saddle cycle with the points of the saddle and stable node. In one scenario, the unstable manifolds from the saddle cycle start to develop wrinkles as they approach the points of the stable node. In this way, the torus becomes nondifferentiable in these points. As the system, under variation of a parameter, leaves the resonance zone, wrinkles and nonsmoothness spread along the invariant manifolds, and the torus breaks up into a fractal structure.

In another scenario, the unstable manifolds from the saddle cycle start to intersect the nonleading manifolds of the node. This produces an infinitely folded structure accumulating at the node points, where the torus again loses its smoothness. The torus is destructed when this folded structure makes contact with the stable manifold of the same saddle cycle in a homoclinic tangency. Finally, in the third scenario, the stable node is transformed into a stable focus and the unstable manifolds from the saddle cycle start to spiral around the focus points. The focus subsequently undergoes a Hopf bifurcation or a sequence of period doublings. The consistency of these scenarios has been tested in several numerical studies, e.g., by Curry and Yorke [9] and by Aronson et al. [10]. It has also been shown that torus destruction can take place through a crisis involving the collision with its basin boundary [11].

The torus destruction scenarios apply to smooth systems and to systems that can be represented by two-dimensional invertible maps. For nonsmooth systems, modifications arise in connection with the occurrence of so-called border collision bifurcations by which, for example, the transformation of a node into a focus can occur abruptly [12]. The purpose of this paper is to describe a mechanism that is specific to noninvertible maps where the invariant manifold defining the torus can intersect itself. This gives rise to cusp points followed by the transition to a characteristic loop structure that cannot occur for invertible maps. We show how the self-intersection mechanism can operate in conjunction with the invertible mechanisms described by Afraimovich and Shilnikov and establish the criterion for the self-intersections of the invariant manifolds to emerge.

Noninvertible two-dimensional maps arise, for instance, in the study of chaotic synchronization [13]. Evidence of a loop structure of the invariant manifold was also observed by Lorenz [14] in a study of computational chaos, by Anishchenko et al. [15] in a study of the destruction of three-dimensional tori in a periodically forced system of two coupled logistic maps, and by Frrouzikis et al. [16] in a study of a model-reference, self-adapting control system. A preliminary investigation of the mechanisms for torus destruction of noninvertible maps was also reported by Maistrenko et al. [17].

In the case of noninvertible maps $F: \mathbb{R}^2 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^2$, we find that a new bifurcation can take place after the torus has become nonsmooth and before it is destroyed. Let us illustrate this transition for a situation that corresponds to the first of the above mentioned scenarios (wrinkled route to destruction). As shown in Fig. 1(a), the resonance torus $T^r$ loses its smoothness at the point $P^r_m$ of the stable node due to folding of the unstable manifold $W_{u}^{(a)}$ that connects the saddle $Q_u$ to the node $P_m$. The first folding [indicated by an asterisk in
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For the considered map $F$ of the form (1), the Jacobian determinant vanishes at two perpendicular lines $x=0.5$ and $y=0.5$. Hence, the critical curves $L_0$ are found as (see Fig. 2)

$$L_0=\{x=0.5\} \cup \{y=0.5\}.$$

Moreover, while the position of the cycle $P$ and the diameter of the torus $T$ depend on $a$ and $\epsilon$, the critical lines are independent of these parameters.

The resonant torus $T_r$ in Fig. 2(b), although it intersects the critical line $L_0$, is still associated with an invertible dynamics: the mapping $F_r$ along the torus $T$ is one to one. With further parameter variation, $F_r$ becomes noninvertible. This happens when the tangent to the torus $T$ in the point of intersection with the critical line $L_0$ is one to one. With the symmetry of $F$ with respect to the diagonal, we need to consider only one torus $T$ [e.g., the right-hand side of Fig. 2(b)]. This torus intersects the horizontal part of $L_0$. It is easy to show that the eigenvectors corresponding to the zero eigenvalue of the map $F$ at the critical line $L_0$ are vertical. Hence, we conclude that cusp points on the torus arise (the cusp torus $T_c$ appears) when the tangent to the torus at the point of intersection with $L_0$ becomes vertical.

Figure 3 shows the main stages in this transformation. Here, $a=3.86$ while the coupling parameter is changed from $\epsilon=0.90448$ (a) over $\epsilon=0.90452$ (b) to $\epsilon=0.90455$ (c). With these parameter values, we are operating in a resonance zone with a stable period-15 node and a saddle cycle of the same periodicity. This region of operation was chosen because the point $P$ of the node falls very close to the critical line $L_0$. This allows us to follow the loop formation in real (i.e., undistorted) scale.

As before, $W_Q^{(u)}$ denotes the unstable manifold of the saddle cycle. $\bar{u}$ represents the normal to the critical line $L_0$ and $\bar{k}$ is the tangent to $W_Q^{(u)}$ in the point of intersection between $L_0$ and $W_Q^{(u)}$. In Fig. 3(a), $W_Q^{(u)}$ is folded such that the torus is already nonsmooth at the point $P$. However, $W_Q^{(u)}$ intersects $L_0$ in such a direction that the dynamics along $W_Q^{(u)}$ is invertible. In Fig. 3(b), $\bar{k}$ has become vertical and now coincides with the direction of vanishing eigenvalue for $F$. This is the moment of formation for the cusp torus $T_c$. Now the unstable manifold has acquired an infinite number of nonsmooth points. Finally, in Fig. 3(c), the angle $\alpha$ has changed sign, the dynamics along $W_Q^{(u)}$ is no longer invertible, and an infinite sequence of loops has developed along the manifold. Hence, we have observed how the transformation proceeds through the following steps:

$$T_r \Rightarrow T_{cusp} \Rightarrow T_{loop}. \quad (2)$$

Figure 4 illustrates the bifurcation sequence in the case when the point $P$ is a focus, i.e., the resonance torus $T_r$ has lost its smoothness with the eigenvalues of $P$ becoming complex.

We are still considering a resonance zone with a period-15 cycle. For $a=3.86785$ and $\epsilon=0.90325$ [Fig. 4(a)], the torus

![Figure 3. Transition from a nonsmooth resonance torus $T_r$ via a cusp torus $T_c$ to a loop torus $T_l$ for the case when the stable cycle is a node. $a=3.86$. The coupling parameter is changed from $\epsilon=0.90448$ (a) over $\epsilon=0.90452$ (b) to $\epsilon=0.90455$ (c). The cusp torus $T_c$ arises when the unstable manifold $W_Q^{(u)}$ intersects the critical line $L_0$ perpendicularly.

is smooth, except in the points of the focus. At the moment when the unstable manifold $W_Q^{(u)}$ intersects the critical line $L_0$ perpendicularly, the unstable manifold develops an infinite set of cusp points [Fig. 4(b)], and when the angle $\alpha$ between $\bar{u}$ and $\bar{k}$ changes sign, a loop torus $T_l$ develops [Fig. 4(c)].

III. TRANSITION TO CHAOS

As noted in the Introduction, torus breakdown represents one of the three classic routes to chaos in dissipative systems. Let us therefore follow the development of a loop torus as the system leaves the resonance zone.

To illustrate this transition, we have chosen to consider a somewhat different region of parameter space where we find a resonance torus with period-5 dynamics. The reason for this choice is that, in the examples we will consider, the transition to chaos maintains the looplike structure whose mechanism of creation was explained in Sec. II.

Figure 5 provides an overview of the relevant part of the parameter space. In the lower left corner (gray shaded region), the two-dimensional map (1) displays a stable asymmetric fixed point (actually, of course, two mutually symmetric fixed points as illustrated in Fig. 2). At the transition to the unshaded zone, the fixed point undergoes an Andronov-Hopf bifurcation for maps, and for parameter combinations
to the right of this bifurcation curve, we observe quasiperi-
odic dynamics on an ergodic torus followed by resonant behavior and chaos. Curves 1 and 2 delineate the region of period-5 resonant dynamics. In the lower part of this tongue below the dotted curve, the stable period-5 cycle at the torus is a node. Above the dotted curve, the period-5 cycle is a focus. Finally, the focus loses stability in an Andronov-Hopf bifurcation at curve 3. Above this curve, another region of quasiperiodic dynamics can be found as well as resonance zones, including a region with period-15 dynamics.

Figure 6 demonstrates the rapid variation of the largest Lyapunov exponent $\lambda_1$ that takes place as the system leaves the period-5 resonance zone, starting from point $A$ (see Fig. 5) at $\varepsilon = 1.54$ and $a = 2.766$ in the direction of the arrow. To the left in the figure, the coupled map system displays a resonance torus with loops and $\lambda_1$ is negative. When $a$ is increased, transitions between periodic ($\lambda_1 < 0$), quasiperiodic ($\lambda_1 = 0$) and chaotic ($\lambda_1 > 0$) dynamics occur extremely fast. The second Lyapunov exponent $\lambda_2$ remains negative.

Figure 7 illustrates the changes of the stationary solution to Eq. (1) that take place as the system leaves the resonance tongue in the direction of the arrow from point $A$ in Fig. 5. In Fig. 7(a), we still have the characteristic structure of a loop torus. As before, $P$ represents the stable node, and $W_Q$ is the unstable manifold that approaches P from the saddle cycle (not shown). Here $a = 2.766$ and $\varepsilon = 1.54$. In Fig. 7(b), $a = 2.7738$ and $\varepsilon = 1.53385$. It is interesting to note that how the overall structure of the loop torus is maintained as the loop is broken and the system becomes chaotic. For the parameters of this figure, the Lyapunov exponents are $\lambda_1 \approx 0.0145$ and $\lambda_2 \approx -0.028$. Hence, the Lyapunov dimension $D_L \approx 1.52$. In Fig. 7(c), the system has moved a little further out of the resonance tongue. With $a = 2.774$ and $\varepsilon = 1.5339$, we now have $\lambda_1 \approx 0.013$, $\lambda_2 \approx -0.021$, and $D_L \approx 1.62$. Initial conditions are always chosen in a neighborhood of CA.

FIG. 5. Two-dimensional bifurcation diagram for the coupled map system (1). The curves 1 and 2 delineate a region with period-5 resonance behavior. At the dotted curve, the stable period-5 cycle is transformed from a node into a focus. Curve 3 is an Andronov-Hopf bifurcation curve for the period-5 orbit.

FIG. 6. Variation of the largest Lyapunov exponent $\lambda_1$ with the nonlinearity parameter $a$. The coupled map system leaves the period-5 Arnol’d tongue at $a = 2.7662$. Note the extremely rapid transition between periodic ($\lambda_1 < 0$), quasiperiodic ($\lambda_1 = 0$), and chaotic ($\lambda_1 > 0$) dynamics immediately outside the tongue. $\varepsilon = 1.54$. 

FIG. 4. Transition from a nonsmooth resonance torus $T_r$ via a cusp torus $T_c$ to a loop torus $T_l$ for the case when the stable cycle is a focus. Here $a = 3.86785$ and $\varepsilon = 0.90325$ (a), $a = 3.86790$ and $\varepsilon = 0.90325$ (b), $a = 3.86800$ and $\varepsilon = 0.90345$ (c).
Figure 8 presents a picture of the full chaotic attractor CA for $a = 2.774$ and $\varepsilon = 1.535$. Although the Lyapunov dimension now is $D_L > 2.0$, one can easily observe the signatures both of the original period-5 node and of the self-intersecting manifolds of the resonance torus. Figure 8~b! is a magnification of the part of the chaotic attractor, corresponding to the region delineated by the dotted square in Fig. 8~a!.

IV. CONCLUSION

Gumowski and Mira [21] and Mira et al. [22,23] have developed the concept of critical curves for two-dimensional noninvertible maps and discussed the bifurcations of invariant manifolds in connection with their self-intersections. We used these ideas to establish the precise criterion for the loop structure to arise and to illustrate how the loop formation mechanism works in conjunction with the classic Afraimovich-Shilnikov scenarios of torus breakdown. It was possible to clearly distinguish the processes that are associated with the lack of invertibility for the map. In particular, an additional bifurcation (in which the closed invariant curve develops an infinite set of cusp points and then loops) could be identified between the transition in which the invariant curve becomes nonsmooth and its final breakdown.

To simplify the discussion, we considered a system of two nonlinearly coupled logistic map. Here, the critical curves are two straight lines, perpendicular to one another. In the general case, the mapping $F: \mathbb{R}^2 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^2$ may be represented as

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
  x \\
  y 
\end{pmatrix} \mapsto
\begin{pmatrix}
  u(x,y) \\
  v(x,y) 
\end{pmatrix},
$$

with $u \in C^1$ and $v \in C^1$. The function $F$ has partial derivatives $u'(x,y)$, $u'_x(x,y)$, $u'_y(x,y)$, and $v'(x,y)$ in all points. However, if $F$ is noninvertible, it has a direction of vanishing derivative along a critical curves $L_0$ where the Jacobian determinant $DF = 0$.

When the invariant manifold of a saddle cycle crosses the critical curve in the direction of vanishing derivative for $F$, an infinite set of cusp points arise. As the parameters of the system are changed, the cusp points develop typically into loop points, and the closed invariant curve will no longer be homeomorphic to a circle.

We have demonstrated how this loop structure arises in connection with two of the Afraimovich-Shilnikov scenarios, i.e., in connection with the developments of both wrinkles and spirals on the invariant manifold. We have also shown how this loop structure partly survives as the torus starts to break up.
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